
The American Society of Safety Professionals Annual Conference - Safety 22 - is less than a

month away! Work Right is excited to take part again in this annual event that networks like-minded

professionals on the latest challenges, opportunities, and innovations in the industry. This week we

sat down with one of the presenters we happen to know - Work Right’s own, Nic Patee, to learn

more about his role in the conference.
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Work Right NW is changing the

way that companies view

workplace hazards. Our focus is

on educating the workforce to 

prevent injury. We provide

access to Injury Prevention

Specialist’s in the workplace to

address the early signs of

discomfort. We are changing the

industry one company at a time

by helping one person at a time.

The Industrial Athlete's Daily Checklist for Injury Prevention

Nic Patee, PT, CEO,
Work Right NW

WR: What are you speaking about this year at

the conference?

NP: Chantel Gorton and I are co-presenting “The

Industrial Athlete’s Daily Checklist for Injury

Prevention.” We’ll present a checklist that

encompasses  wellness,  ergonomics,  and  hazards 

WR: What do you hope to accomplish with your

involvement at Safety 22?

NP: Our mission is to normalize injury prevention. My desire for

this conference is to empower others to share that vision.

WR: Can you give us a sneak peek at a best

practice at injury prevention?

NP: "Measure what matters," as John Dohr

famously states. It is no different with

musculoskeletal injury prevention. Strategically

work to implement metrics that can cross barriers

between your front line operational leaders and

your EHS professionals. This will allow us to

operationalize prevention strategies more quickly. 

 

To learn more about Nic’s presentation, visit ASSP

Safety 22 to register and attend in-person or

virtually!

to empower prevention, ensure adherence to safety and apply

best practices.
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